RWM - Submission 676

The Secretary

Legislative Council, Environment and Planning Committee
Parliament House
Spring Street
EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002
recyclinginquiry@parliament.vic.gov.au

RE: SUBMISSION TO THE INQUIRY INTO VICTORIA’S RECYCLING AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
This submission is put forward by Mount Eliza Waste Free Me & Beach Patrol, an active community
group consisting of 400 Mount Eliza residents. We lead local beach cleans in our region and work
with schools, businesses and community groups to reduce waste and increase recycling rates.
We welcome this inquiry and greatly appreciate the opportunity to share our views on Victoria’s
current and proposed future recycling and waste management strategies.
Our priorities are as follows:
1. Introduction of a Container Deposit Scheme (CDS): we find an enormous and ever growing
amount of containers (cans and bottles) along our local beaches, in car parks, local parks and
along main access roads. Thanks to the volunteer efforts of many concerned residents,
33,000 containers have been removed around the bay within 12 months by Beach Patrol
alone. Yet, it is an uphill battle. Our Mount Eliza volunteers often comment that our beach
cleans feel like ‘Groundhog Day’. We get families to come out and clean a beach, just to find
it littered in containers again a couple of weeks later. We are tired of this situation and
demand a Container Deposit Scheme that provides a strong incentive for the return of
containers. We believe the incentive may need to be more than 10c per item. In many EU
countries for example the refund amount is much higher and as a result no containers are
found anywhere in public areas.
CDSs have been successful in other countries for many years. We do not accept the Victorian
Government’s watching brief. We demand our Government gets off the fence and tackles
this escalating issue.
2. Banning key single-use items: we ask that the Victorian Government ban single use plastic
and support a phased approach with short-, medium-, and long term goals. Items to be
banned immediately include straws, all styrofoam items, coffee cups that cannot be
recycled/composted, other take-away containers and cutlery that cannot / do not tend to be
recycled/composted.
3. Establishment of a Circular economy: key steps include mandating food waste composting
and mandating the use of recycled material in government and business procurement. We
believe waste to energy is not in line with the principles of a circular economy. We do not
support waste to energy as a solution to our waste crisis.
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